Graduation: The Days To Come
1995-06-09
1995-0609-001

Beloved and holy and only Child of our Heavenly Father, Child of the one Source,
Child of Light divine, I am the one known as Jeshua ben Joseph — Jesus you have
called me — and it is in great joy that I come to abide with you this evening in
your timing as you have called me forth. Yes, this evening is a bit different. This
evening is a time of grand joy, a time of revelation and a time of graduation.

1995-0609-002

You are the ones who have chosen to graduate. Are you surprised at the number
who are here? Is it not always the case that that when it comes to commitment,
choice, willingness, often others find that there is something yet to do, somewhere
else to be, and yet you have made trek, quite a journey, you also, in order to be
here together this evening. To say by your willingness that you are ready to
graduate, to come unto the next level of understanding. That is why it is a time
of great joy and a time of revelation.

1995-0609-003

You are embarking, you as you would see yourselves to be individuals, and you as
the collection of family, brothers and sisters are embarking upon a time of
graduation. A time of upliftment. You have been preparing for this time all of
what you would see as this history, this lifetime.

1995-0609-004

You have known deep within your soul, that this is the lifetime that you will bring
together the remembrance of all of the other revelations and insights, all of the
other lifetimes as you would call them that have been the peak lifetimes of
inspiration and that you will bring them all together into an integration and an
understanding in this point of time known as this lifetime. Yes, very much so.

1995-0609-005

You are birthing the Christ. You have said by your willingness that you will bring
forth the Christ upon this plane and allow it to be seen, to be experienced, to be
expressed, to be shared. You are in process of moving in your understanding from
what is known as the third dimension into the fifth dimension. You experience
from time to time the fourth as you allow yourself to go into meditation, in to
prayer, into that exalted state that allows you to connect with more than just
what you see this personality and this expression to be.

1995-0609-006

There is a wave of energy that is already in process upon this plane that is being
birthed, that is being felt, that is being very much brought in and anchored, the
energy known as the fifth dimension. The dimension of Light and Love where this
will be most visibly expressed.

1995-0609-007

We have talked about this in previous times and we talked about the Light that
activates the form being quite visible even with the physical eyes. This is part of
the bridging that you are already in process of doing.
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1995-0609-008

All of you so gathered here are able to look upon another one, a brother, a sister
and to allow yourself to connect with the Light of that brother or sister, to allow
the eyes even to behold what is termed the aura around the form. To see the
energy. You have been able to do this to a degree and it will grow more and more
in the days to come. Very rapidly now.

1995-0609-009

As you are willing to graduate, to leave behind a certain level of understanding
which has served you well, the level known as the third dimension and even the
fourth and to move into the fifth, there will be much that will change for you and
as you. You are called upon as the graduates that you are, you are called upon to
live from that space of fifth dimension. That space of Light where you know
yourself to be lighthearted, a perfect example. Lighthearted and even light of
form as you allow yourself to go and to express.

1995-0609-010

You are willing to come from that space of Love looking upon all of the brothers
and sisters with Love in your heart, understanding that but for the grace of God
— and it only means that where you are now you are giving yourself that grace —
there go I. In other words, you relate, you understand, you know that you have
been in that space where the one that you behold is now experiencing what they
are experiencing and where they feel themselves to be. You are willing to get rid
of all of the old baggage that has held you back.

1995-0609-012

For have you not experienced more and more in your recent timing that when you
would choose to be in a space of judgment, a space of confusion that it felt
really terrible? Immediately you were aware that you were out of your home
space and it has come and you have constricted and you have felt it even within
the cells of the body. You have had the headache, the chest ache, the whatever
and you have felt it immediately for you have decreed that you are now willing to
see with clarity each moment where you are abiding. Where you are — as your
world would say — coming from. Yes.

1995-0609-013

Because of your willingness now to release the baggage, because of your
willingness now to be vigilant, to know where you are abiding you are the ones as
the graduates, you are the ones who are the teachers to the brothers and
sisters. You are the exemplars for the brothers and sisters. You are willing to
birth Christ upon this plane and to move into fifth dimension.

1995-0609-014

Already you have experienced being the bridge many times, as you have heard
brothers and sisters speaking of their pain, their confusion, the issues that they
felt themselves to be facing and you have had empathy, yes, you have understood,
but you have also seen that this is but temporary. You could also see what they
were moving towards and could see the grander vision, the holy vision.

1995-0609-015

And there were times that you were able to share that with one, to put the arm
around that one and to say, “Yes, I understand your pain, but you know there is
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something more. There is hope.” And you have shared with that one your insights,
your experience, or a book that has come to hand because you have called it
forth. That is just exactly the next steppingstone for that one in their
unfoldment.
1995-0609-016

There is a grand acceleration of energy upon this plane.

1995-0609-017

A quickening.

1995-0609-018

Yes, very much. You have felt this and the brothers and sisters have felt this.
They have felt that there was too much to do in a short space of time, too many
choices to make of places where they could go, places where they could be. All of
the options and it seems like time itself it collapsing, for indeed it is. Time is of
your own making. Time is your own measurement of process as there is believe
upon this plane in process. And you because you are allowing yourself to
accelerate into your Light expression, you are passing time. That is why it feels
that it is getting shorter and collapsing. It is because you are allowing your own
acceleration of vibration and energy and in contrast, time is collapsing.

1995-0609-019

Now, as the graduates that you are, you have played with certain concepts. You
have thought about, you have contemplated, you have read, you have discussed
certain concepts, very basic questions that the soul brings up. The very basic
question of, “Who am I?” At some point in every lifetime, every history you and
the brothers and sisters have asked, “Who am I?” And there has been the
definitions that would vary according to what experience you were desiring have
in that lifetime.

1995-0609-020

There have been lifetimes when you saw yourself defined by the box, the
category of society and of culture where you have defined yourself as the great
warrior, the protector of the tribe. There have been lifetimes when you answered
that question of, “Who am I?” and you have said, “I am the great teacher. I am
the one who has researched all of the ancient scriptures and I have studied the
heavens and I will share my insights with the brothers and sisters. that is who I
am. I am a master teacher.” And yes, you have been and are.

1995-0609-021

But that did not quite fulfill the soul’s yearning to know, to reconnect and to
remember and so in what you would see as the next recycling, the next
experience of lifetime, there has been the question again that has come, “Who am
I?” And you have kept asking over and over as you allowed yourself to come
closer and closer to the remembrance of the whole Child that you are, the holy
Child that we have spoken of.

1995-0609-022

That is where you are right now. You are at the place of claiming that, “I am the
holy Child upon this plane expressing as the personality that I identify myself
with, but I know that I am more than just that personality.” And you have gone
on to ask, “Why am I here?” Many, many lifetimes you have asked, “Why am I
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here?” Many times feeling that you have been outcast and forgotten that
somehow by a very distance memory you remember being part of the One, you
remember Home, you remember the family, the family of the One, and somehow
you feel yourself to be distant from it. To have been sent here and then they lost
your address.
1995-0609-023

{Laughter}

1995-0609-024

And you have gone through your experiences. In this lifetime you have gone
through your experiences of asking, “Why am I here?” The times known as the
dark night of the soul where you have done much questioning and you have said
unto your Father, “I remember You. Deep within my heart, I remember You, but I
do not feel You,” in that place of the dark night of the soul. “Why have you
forgotten me? Why am I here?” And you have come through that to the
revelation of Love that you are the Father’s Love upon this plane.

1995-0609-025

And that is why you are here, to express the Love that you will know in quite
conscious awareness and realization, in the fifth dimension that you will bring
into very palpable experience as the fifth dimension.

1995-0609-026

Where is that?

1995-0609-027

That is what you are graduating into. This evening is a ceremony, if you will, of
graduation. A time where ones have chosen to say by your very presence here
that you are willing to graduate to the next level and that you will express Light
and Love upon this plane. No longer held back by the belief in duality. Yes. What
you have hoped for, what you have prayed for, what you have remembered deep
within the heart is coming to be expressed and experienced upon this plane and it
is time.

1995-0609-028

That is why you have agreed to collapse time. You have decreed that it is time.
And so you have come through your questioning of, “Why am I here?” A very basic
universal question that I asked of myself in my unfoldment and remembrance. I
had heard the stories, the prophecies, I knew that I was to be messiah of my
people. I did not know what they meant. They did not give me a job description.

1995-0609-029

{Laughter}

1995-0609-030

And I asked, “Why me? Why am I here?” And as I communed with my Father,
understanding myself to be His expression upon this plane, I received my answer
as you are now receiving your answer moment by moment, choice by choice.

1995-0609-031

Many of you have asked, “What is time? What is the purpose of time? Why, in
your experience of it, sometimes does time drag? When you are awaiting
something that is longed for such as the realization of the vision that you hold
deep within your heart and you have said, ”I know that this can be and will be a
reality upon this plane. Why is it not here yet, when I can see it? I can read
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about it. I can feel myself in alignment with the vision. Why is this still a bit far
off?"
1995-0609-032

Other times you have felt time to be so speeded up that all of a sudden you were
late to be somewhere and you have had to get the vehicle going really speedily
and to program, as you call it, all of your green lights. So that you would arrived
in time. Of course you arrive always in time. You arrive in your own time, and
there are occasions that suit your purpose where you arrive out of time, late
perhaps, and it serves a purpose. Many different purposes according to individual
and according to what you wish to experience.

1995-0609-033

Other times you set out on a trek and there will be what you see as a time
interval that may not be quite long enough to get there and you will arrive ahead
of time and you say, “What happened?” Was there a wrinkle in time? And yes,
there has been a wrinkle in time for you have decreed that there would be.

1995-0609-034

The purpose of time, you have brought it forth, is to experience process, to give
yourself opportunity for choice, to hold a vision, to contemplate it, to see how it
feels, to look at it one way and then to turn around and look at it another way
and then perhaps to contemplate it from another perspective and say, “Okay,
perhaps I will choose to make that a decision.” It gives you opportunity in the
process that you believe in, it gives you opportunity to play with perspective and
to play with choices.

1995-0609-035

Now, with a pun, a play on words here, at the same time you remember instant
manifestation. You know that it is most possible to think a thought and to be
right there or to think a thought and to have it right in front of you to manifest.
That comes from the Truth of your being. It is remembered from experience in
what you would call the other dimensions where thought instantly manifests. But
as you have agreed to experience the vibratory rate that has been a collective
agreement upon this plane, you have agreed to a certain rate of process and
there have been times that you have fought against that. Many times of
frustration, as you would call it.

1995-0609-036

Now what you are allowing and desiring to experience is instant manifestation of
the true being, the true nature that you are. To remember the Love in its
unlimited form, in its free-flowing form and to remember the Light that activates
all of form. That is what you are have decreed as your next level, the master’s
level beyond this graduation.

1995-0609-037

Now, does it come quickly? Yes it does.

1995-0609-038

How do you learn?

1995-0609-039

Already you are learning it. You are remembering it. Already by the choice that
you have made this evening to be here, to play with unlimitedness, with the
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concepts of unlimitedness which are more than just mental concepts. They are
remembrances that come from deep within and they are coming now to the
conscious awareness.
1995-0609-040

In the days to come which are not far off. They are right here, you will be
experiencing acceleration of your own energy. Already you have been playing
with, you have been experimenting with how your energy feels. There have been
times that you have felt most lighthearted, most joyous, uplifted, enlightened and
your energy has been accelerated. The vibratory energy as it would be measured,
has accelerated in those moments. Ones looking upon you in that state of
exhilaration, exultation, would see a grand radiance and they will say to you, “You
are glowing.” And it is true for you are allowing your own vibration to be uplifted,
to be accelerated.

1995-0609-041

You have also experienced time of deep depression where you energy as it would
be measured, has been slowed down, and then, what have you done? You have
reversed and you have brought it back up again.

1995-0609-042

It is the soul’s nature to know joy, to express joy, to know the vibratory rate of
joy. That is why when I come and I say to you in the beginning of these sessions:
that is in great joy that I come to abide with you. It is because that is the Truth
of my being and the Truth of yours. I know myself to abide in a state of great
vibration, exalted joy, whole joy.

1995-0609-043

Good.

1995-0609-044

Yes, and you remember it.

1995-0609-045

Yes.

1995-0609-046

In the days to come you are going to be experimenting, playing with energy.
Allowing yourself to be vigilant in every moment of every day as to what your
energy vibratory rate is. Allow yourself a moment in every hour of your waking
time. We will not ask that you do this when the body is in repose. In your waking
state for one week of your timing on the hour which is a good time to choose. You
may choose on the half hour if you want to, to stop, to pause for a moment and
to ask, “How does my energy feel? What is my vibratory rate at this moment? Am
I feeling uplifted? Am I feeling in joy? Am I feeling at a neutral sort of plateau?
Or am I feeling a bit heavy, weighted down by decisions or choices that ‘must be’
made?”

1995-0609-047

Allow yourself to take stock. It is most important that you, the graduates of this
evening, the masters who are coming into claiming your master’s degree, connect
most consciously with the vibratory rate of your own Light energy, of what you
are allowing to express through the very cells of the body.
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1995-0609-048

Now, a word of caution. When you have taken stock in that moment, do not judge
yourself. In other words, do not get out the whip and say, “Oh, I ‘should’ be
feeling higher than this.” You are doing a piece of research. You are not going to
judge it. In fact as we speak of judgment, how does that feel? Already you can
feel the energy is being constricted. Exactly, it goes down. If you had a meter it
would go “zip” to the bottom. Do not judge, but take stock of it and then
remember how it feels when you look upon the beauty of a sunset, when you look
upon the beauty of a flower that is opening, when you look upon the love in a
small beloved pet’s eyes, when you look upon the joy of a small one, a child who is
in great spontaneity of just living, being the life process.

1995-0609-049

Remember the joy in a piece of humor. A joke as it would be called. Remember
the love light in the mate’s eyes. Remember how it feels when a brother or a
sister has a moment of insight and already everything comes together and they
understand why and they feel whole for that moment. Remember the joy and
then, take stock of where your vibratory rate is. You will have uplifted it.

1995-0609-050

Allow yourself to think upon times of beauty, times of love, times of
understanding, times of insight, times of revelation, times of remembrance of the
Love of the Father. There is a grand writing in your Scriptures, “To think upon
these things” that are uplifting. Allow yourself to think upon the beauty and the
Love that you know so well.

1995-0609-051

For indeed only the uplifted vibrations are going to go into the fifth dimension for
the fifth dimension is an accelerated place, experience of vibratory rate. Those
who choose to abide in the rate that is now predominant upon this plane will stay
with that vibratory rate until they are desirous of experiencing the Light that
they are. There is no judgment and there is no time. So it matters not in
eternity, as you understand eternity to be, it matters not whether they choose in
this lifetime or billions of lifetimes later to experience the Light, the Light body
and the Light expression.

1995-0609-052

But they will not be within your realm of experience as you choose to go on to
the next level of expression that has been termed the fifth dimension. An
accelerated place of vibratory rate known as Light.

1995-0609-053

Right now you are Light that is activating, as we have spoken many times,
activating the form. There is a percentage of the Light that you are that is being
activated, brought in consciously to activate the form. You have asked about the
awakening. You are in process of the awakening. You are in process of going to
the fifth dimension of awakened being where you know you are the Light that
pervades all, all of creation. That you are the Light energy in its accelerated
form, its uplifted form that gives expression to all of form.
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1995-0609-054

That is why I call you this evening, the graduates. You are the ones who have
been willing to move into the next level, the next level of experience and you
wondered why you came this evening.

1995-0609-055

Can you talk about more about energy?

1995-0609-056

Yes.

1995-0609-057

Like there is a different energy for each of my chakras when I focus on my
chakras.... I’m not sure what my question is about that but I’m becoming aware
of the difference and it’s easier to feel some, the lower ones than the higher
ones that the energy is like more subtle.

1995-0609-058

Yes.

1995-0609-059

And okay, so when you say to check in where our energy is, how does that fit
with the energy of the chakras?

1995-0609-060

It will be what you would see as the overall energy level of all of the chakras as
you have called them, for indeed none of them are separate from each other and
even the seven main chakras that are first of all, that you can attune yourself
to. Those seven are very much aligned and networking with chakras all over the
form.

1995-0609-061

What you will be in process of doing in the days to come is bringing all of the
chakras into the same alignment.

1995-0609-062

Yes, that’s what I’ve been working on.

1995-0609-063

Yes, strange how that would happen.

1995-0609-064

Okay, so another question about energy. Wednesday night in here we had our
drum class. I was playing right over there where Pat is this big JunGin drum. It’s
two different rhythms. It’s one with the left hand the big boom bass like Mother
Earth and then the bell. It’s like Heaven and Earth which is a whole different
beat.

1995-0609-065

Yes.

1995-0609-066

And I’ve never been able to play that rhythm in time for as long as I did on
Wednesday night, and I just felt there was so much energy and I felt there was
one point I felt like I was going to explode. There was so much energy inside,
inside of my spine.

1995-0609-067

Yes.

1995-0609-068

So was that from my playing that or from the collective of all that we were
doing? And I wasn’t sure what to do so I just tried moving my body to let it go.

1995-0609-069

Indeed, yes, to be one with that energy. And as you have felt it is very difficult
to stay still when you are in that energy.
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1995-0609-070

My beloved friend and teacher has often asked me, why we do not sit in the chair
and give forth the words of wisdom? It is because the energy that I bring to this
point of focus desires to be in action, in expression. It is very much the same as
what you felt. There was a need to use the energy, to allow it to be in
expression.

1995-0609-071

Now, it is not by accident that you and many of the brothers and sisters now are
feeling a desire to be in rhythm, to be in vibration, to call it forth with the
various instruments. As you do that it awakens within you a remembrance of the
energy that you are. You allow what is known as the sympathetic vibrations, that
is what was happening very much with you. You were aligning all of the chakras
with the vibration of the drumbeat. Yours, yes, because you were very much in
proximity to that drum, that instrument, but also all of the vibration of the room
as ones were in concert together with those vibrations.

1995-0609-072

It is not by accident that you feel yourself called to experiencing vibration in this
form. Others will be called to feel it in a different way with different
instruments or to give it forth through the vocal, through the voice. But it is the
same desire. It is to come unto that place of conscious remembrance of the
energy that you are.

1995-0609-073

Yes, and at times such as that, there is a lifting up of the vibratory rate of the
form. You are allowing the energy that you are, yes, to vibrate even through the
cells of the body, even with the form and to bring it more totally alive.

1995-0609-074

What you feel in those times is the approachment to what we are talking about
this evening as the fifth dimension. The fifth dimension can also be equated or
likened to the ascension where you allow the remembrance and the connection
with the Light that you are to be so total that the form dissolves. It is still
there if you desire it to be there, but it is in a changed form, transformed,
enlightened.

1995-0609-075

So what we are speaking of here as we term it the fifth dimension, has also been
called ascension. We have spoken of the ascension other evenings where we have
spoken first that the ascension comes with the revelation and remembrance of
the energy that activates the form. It comes from that place of the heart, of
the Love, but it is a very dynamic expression of love. It is a very active
expression of love. It is very much in tune with the vibrations that you bring
forth on the instruments that allow you what we were speaking of earlier, allow
you to take measurement of where you are with your vibratory rate in that
moment.

1995-0609-076

As you play the instrument and you feel yourself to be one with the notes of the
instrument, you are uplifted in that time from the point of focus, the vibratory
rate that you have held previous to that. That is why you have often enjoyed —
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and I use that word advisedly — the singing. That is why you enjoy the music.
That is why you have the religious — as they are called — hymns that are
uplifting. Sometimes the words are not so uplifting.
1995-0609-077

{Laughter}

1995-0609-078

But the vibratory rate of the music as you allow yourself to know oneness with it,
is uplifting and now you see more and more of your religious hymns being of joy
and of grander vision. Yes, as you have allowed and as you have decreed by your
choice that you will align yourself with the joy that you are.

1995-0609-079

It does not mean that you close your eyes to the issues of the brothers and
sisters. It does not mean that you close your eyes to your own questions, issues
as they come up, but it does mean that you make choice for the holy vision. You
make choice to see everything against the backdrop of the whole vision. And if it
is not readily apparent, then you abide with it and you ask, “How can I see this
anew? What really is going on? What more is there to understand?” And as you
ask, you shall receive.

1995-0609-080

Even some of the what you would call knotty questions.

1995-0609-081

Naughty? No, knotty?

1995-0609-082

{Laughter}

1995-0609-083

The ones that would be seen as tangled, yes, as into a knot. Although you have a
point.

1995-0609-084

But as you allow yourself to abide with the tangledness of the knot and you ask,
“How can I see this in another light or in more light?” It begins to unravel itself.

1995-0609-085

So ask and ye shall receive. If you are asking, “How do I experience more of my
own energy?” Allow yourself to get up at the break of dawn. Yes, and to feel the
vibration of Mother Earth in the newness of the day. To look with new eyes upon
that new beginning of each day.

1995-0609-086

Now if the body call to you and want to return unto bed, if that is your choice,
there is no judgment with that either. But if the employer decides that you must
be there at the crack of dawn, well, so be it. But allow yourself a moment to
connect with the vibration of living as it is new in the morning.

1995-0609-087

Then allow yourself to connect with the vibration of living as it is in your eventide
and to see the beauty and the balance of each day. To know that you are the
Lord that has brought forth that day. You are the one who has called it forth.
You are the one that is experiencing it. Great God that you are.

1995-0609-088

Each day would not come forth to be experienced if you did not call it forth, and
you may look upon it and call it good. Allow your heart to sing, to feel the
upliftment as you behold the beauty that is all around you. You are the ones who
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have put the beauty all around you. You gift it yes, to the brothers and sisters if
they have eyes to see it, but you put it there as your gift to yourself, to
remember the grand joy of creation.
1995-0609-089

Creation is not something that was done a long time ago afar off, all completed
and finished. Creation is ongoing in every moment. You create every moment. You
call it forth and there is grand joy in creation even as you have felt the creation,
the most ostensible creation of the small ones who came through the form known
as the body. Great joy. A bit of travail from time to time but that is forgotten
and the joy is what remains. It is symbolic of the joy of all of creation. That is
why you choose to bring forth the small ones.

1995-0609-090

Speaking of the small ones, a couple of small ones that I’m working with, a four
year old and a six year old who have a different kind of energy or something like
that. You know, the hyperactive.

1995-0609-091

Yes, you are seeing more and more of that upon your plane in this time are you
not?

1995-0609-092

Yeah.

1995-0609-093

Yes.

1995-0609-094

What do you say about that?

1995-0609-095

It is because ones are coming with a remembrance of the fifth dimension energy
and are trying to fit it into the jigsaw puzzle as it would be, of this dimension at
this time. There is not a focusing. There is what you would call a bit of a cog
that is missing, a bit of a refinement, fine tuning that is missing yet.

1995-0609-096

How can I help them?

1995-0609-097

You will work with the fine tuning. You will say to ones not so much with the
words of the mouth but from heart to heart, “I know the agreement that you
have made, to bring your Light in its accelerated vibratory rate to this plane, but
there is a bit of fine tuning that needs to be done as we go with this process.”

1995-0609-098

They are, if you will receive it, they are a bit ahead of what is the process, the
agreed upon process, stage of this process right now. And therefore, it is hard for
them to bring that energy into a focus. But you will work with various techniques
that you know well.

1995-0609-099

You’re sure?

1995-0609-100

Yes, the technique of centering. The technique of coming unto the place of the
heart through the breathing. Start with that first. The breath is most important
to come unto that place of center, that place to collecting the energy and you
may speak with these ones so that they may visualize the collection of their
energy. For they know their energy to be off in other areas so you will work with
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them in the technique of visualizing it coming together into a ball that surrounds
the form. Very actively in their visualizing of bringing in their energy to focus it.
It is something that they will need to work with, to be a bit disciplined with and
yet it is not a heavy. It is not something that they need to and will not approach
in heaviness.
1995-0609-101

Or even to get them to sit still for a moment, or thirty seconds. It is quite
difficult.

1995-0609-102

Very much so. You have agreed that you will take on a bit of a challenge here.
You will do with them what is known as the meditation on the run.

1995-0609-103

{Laughter}

1995-0609-104

Or in the foam roll or under the pillows.

1995-0609-105

Exactly. A place where you can connect energy to energy. You will also allow
your own energy to accelerate to the place where there is the alignment, the
equalization where you know your energy to be the same as theirs, keeping your
energy in focus. It will allow the connection and it will translate, it will be felt.
It is not something that you need do in outward action, but it is within. It will be
felt for all of healing when there is the offering of an opportunity of healing,
comes about as energy is met and equalized, known to be whole. Not to be this.
{Holding one hand higher than another.} You see that is separation, levels. That is
separation.

1995-0609-106

When you allow your energy to come unto their to make the connection of
oneness, there will be the communication that knows oneness, that knows
centeredness. Breathing all the time. Do not forget to breath. Teach them also
the process of breathing.

1995-0609-107

There has been with many of the ones born in recent times, a certain propelling
of birth process that has not allowed them the first deep breath. They have
missed....

1995-0609-108

That’s true, they both have had birth trauma.

1995-0609-109

Yes, they have missed that first connected breath. So what is most important
here is that they connect again with the breath.

1995-0609-110

Yeah.

1995-0609-111

Many of the ones that you see coming now with the extra energy have agreed
first of all, that they will come and they will be very much as the fireflies that
flit about with their lights. Very very active, to be as example of accelerated
vibratory rate, but out of control.

1995-0609-112

They are ones who because of their choice have experienced a certain force in
the birth process that has not allowed them the ease of birthing. They have not
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know, we will call it permission, not permission of parents or of society but their
own permission to connect with the centeredness of their own energy. So there
will be some, you will call it relearning I will call it remembering. But they are
very much the examples of fifth dimension energy ahead of the process and out
of control.
1995-0609-113

It is what you are decreeing that you will do in the energy level, not in the ways
that they are doing it, for you will stay consciously centered in the energy. That
is why we spoke earlier of being vigilant, of taking a pause, a time in each hour of
your waking time to check in and measure where you are feeling with vibratory
rate at that time. You are going to come into the fifth dimension consciously.

1995-0609-114

The fifth dimension is a place of great joy. Joy is not a down state is it? Joy is
an uplifted state. A state where the energy that you are can very much be felt
as speeded up and it feels light does it not?

1995-0609-115

Uh huh.

1995-0609-116

The fifth dimension otherwise known as the ascension, is coming very rapidly upon
this plane. It is not by accident, not a random happening that you hear so many
of the brothers and sisters talking about the prophecies of a New Age, a new
time upon this plane. Why would that be within your consciousness beloved one?

1995-0609-117

It’s going to happen because it’s already there?

1995-0609-118

Yes, because you remember at a very deep level and you wish now to bring that
into conscious awareness. So you call forth the books, you call forth the teachers
that talk about the ending of an age and the birthing of a New Age, and you see
it on one hand and another hand and another person comes and there is this
workshop and this other teacher and you even see it upon your square box that
you love to watch from time to time, for you have the programs that are now
talking about the changes that you are allowing to happen. The changes that now
speak of expanded awareness of who you are.

1995-0609-119

Who am I? I am the unlimited Child of my Father, of the one Creator. That is who
you are. Yes, and I enjoy, I am the accelerated vibratory rate that I see as being
in the next dimension or so.

1995-0609-120

Now, are there truly different dimension? Are there truly different levels?

1995-0609-121

Why are we bypassing the fourth?

1995-0609-122

You are not bypassing the fourth. It is what you have already experienced and
you are experiencing it even now as this is called third dimension. You are very
much a bridge that goes into the fourth dimension as you are in meditation, as you
sit in an expanded state of oneness with a brother or sister, or with a concept
that you read in a book and you feel yourself uplifted, exalted in that moment.
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Or as you look upon something of beauty you are in the fourth dimension, you are
beyond what you see as the narrow box of what has been called third dimension.
1995-0609-123

Because there is a belief in process upon this plane, there is also a belief in
levels. There is a belief in dimensions. The Truth of your being is that you are
One already. That you are All, already. But that you have agreed that you would
bring a point of focus, a point of awareness right here to experience how it feels
to be very much that point of focus. Totally immersed in this experience so that
you know it intimately.

1995-0609-124

Never again will you have to come and experience it this way for you know it
intimately. You are now choosing because of the belief in process to say, “I will
go into the next level of remembrance. I will graduate from a certain level of
understanding to the place of claiming my master’s degree.” That is what this
evening is about.

1995-0609-125

And so you will see then, because of the belief in process, you will see certain
levels that have been called forth because it is a bit more expanded than what
you identify third to be, and you will understand. Even now as we speak of fifth
dimension you can understand although it is not yet in conscious realization, you
can understand the expression of Light as Light still with form as a Light being.

1995-0609-126

Now, I will share with you what seems to be quite impossible from this point of
belief. That when you get to what you now term fifth dimension as you see it to
be somewhere above you, you will not believe in levels. You will know Oneness of
Light, free, unlimited and you will know that that Light is dynamic Love in
expression wherever you choose to see yourself being and that will change
instantly as you desire it to.

1995-0609-127

Very much as my brother the Ram, goes as the wind, here there and everywhere
in an instant. For the time being, we have spoken much about time this evening.
For the time being there is a belief in process that dictates a belief in levels, in
dimensions and it serves you well for it allows you to play with and to
contemplate something beyond this point of focus.

1995-0609-128

There is a remembrance deep within, there is a relatedness as we speak of fifth
dimension, as we speak of ascension, there is a remembrance that does not quite
have relevancy yet, in this plane, but there is a remembrance of how that feels
and what it might be about.

1995-0609-129

It is because you are the one that is the Light of what you see now as fifth
dimension to be and you hold, because again of your belief in levels, you hold
others to be in other dimensions, other levels above that to be above you. You
say, “Well, there are others known as ascended masters who know it all.” Yes.
Yes, I do and so do you.
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1995-0609-130

{Laughter}

1995-0609-131

When you come unto the fifth dimension of knowing that you are the Light and
the Love of the Father you are the one holy Child. You will not see levels above
you. You will see Oneness. You will know Oneness. You will not put other brothers
or sisters above you in your valuing even the ones known as the ascended masters.

1995-0609-132

But it serves you well now where you are in this belief to say that there are
levels as a goal and to say that there are ones known as saviors, ones known as
enlightened ones, ones known as ascended masters who are somehow quite far
beyond what you think yourself to be and that perhaps, “If I study hard enough.”

1995-0609-133

Cram hard enough.

1995-0609-134

Yes, for the exam, “I will cram everything in there. I’ll be prepared. Perhaps I
will get to the place of understanding at least what it might feel like to be an
ascended master.” Well, when you get to the place of fifth dimension you will be
ascended and you will know your mastery. So what will that make you? An
ascended master.

1995-0609-135

So when ones speak of different levels and say that the ascended masters are
somehow above on another level, that serves your belief right now. It serves as
the carrot in front of the horse. But I will share with you that that carrot will
not always stay right out in front of the horse for you are the one that is calling
it in and you will bite that carrot and you will know yourself to be the carrot.

1995-0609-136

All right.

1995-0609-137

And sweet it is.

1995-0609-138

So basically what you are saying is that we are already, we just don’t know it
yet?

1995-0609-139

Exactly. Exactly. And it is not so much that it has been forgotten as a lack. It
has been by choice that you would know this experience intimately. It is much
the same as you would sit at table and we have spoken of this other times and
you would eat of the chocolate pudding and you would eat of the chocolate
pudding over and over and over until finally you say, “I do not want anymore of
the chocolate pudding. I know chocolate pudding from the inside out. I know its
texture. I know its taste. I know how it feels. I know it intimately. Now, I will
choose another dish to experience.”

1995-0609-140

So it has not been a forgetting as that would be a failure. It has been by choice
for the adventure. As you look upon your programs known as science fiction, your
programs that would go into outer space somewhere into a future time. How can
you call forth a future time if you are not already there? Yes. You would see
that most naively, you would say that, “That is somehow beyond me. That is a
future time with technology and understanding that goes far beyond what I
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know.” And yet it is you because you are calling it forth even in what you see as
this point of focus and you do understand the technology that they speak of.
1995-0609-141

For indeed you are expressing as that starship commander, as the communications
expert, as the one who would do the healing with another one on the ship by the
different technology, by the different laying on of hands. But the energy work.
You are already playing with energy work. You already know that.

1995-0609-142

It is the same now when you think of different dimensions and you place the
ascended masters somewhere like, well perhaps, just a bit farther along than
Startrek and your Captain Kirk, and you think, “Well ascended masters they are
somewhere out there.” How far out there can I be if I am here with you right
now?

1995-0609-143

{Laughter}

1995-0609-144

I am within you as you. There is no separation. But it serves you well right now to
say that, “There is more of the whole that I will experience.” That is the
purpose. It is as we spoke, it is the carrot out there that keeps you thinking,
“Okay, I will understand more. I will allow myself to know more, to experience
more. I will read more,” and that is well and good. Read. What you have spoken
on a previous day is most true. Those who read lead, because you are willing to
play with new concepts, new ideas that go beyond the bounds of what is held
within the accepted belief of this dimension.

1995-0609-145

It excites the heart. First of all it excites the mind then it is registered in the
heart and the vibratory rate of you accelerates as you feel that excitement.
That is why, if you will receive it, that you bring forth times of fear.

1995-0609-146

You desire to know accelerated vibratory rate and you will approach it from the
back door perhaps, but that is why you bring forth instances where you feel fear.
You want to connect with the accelerated energy that you are and so coming
around in another way, rather obliquely, you bring forth an experience where
there is fear and you feel an acceleration of energy.

1995-0609-147

That’s why carnivals are so much fun?

1995-0609-148

Yes, and why you love the rides that are the roller coasters and, “Oh, my
goodness. What will happen to the body, to the form?” You desire to connect with
the energy in its accelerated rate.

1995-0609-149

You have all experienced being in a place of fear where you thought, “Oh my
goodness. What is going to happen to me? I’d better do something quick.” And
even in that moment there has been a knowing, there has been a knowing at a
very deep level, the still small voice has spoke very quietly, but it has spoken,
“That this too shall pass. That I am taken care of. I am okay.”
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1995-0609-150

Now the experience in that moment was not showing you that. The experience in
that moment was very much suggesting to you that you’d better get most busy
and do something. But the underlying knowing was, “That I am my Father’s Child
and I will come through this as I have come through all of the other adventures.
But meantime, I really experience my energy.”

1995-0609-151

Now you have refined it to a place where you feel the fear as an ongoing thing.
It is no longer just the momentary instantaneous example of fear that you would
see with the wild animal that would come and threaten the form. Where you had
to deal with it in a moment or so.

1995-0609-152

Now you bring forth the examples and the events, instances where there is an
ongoing underlying fear that does not serve you well. But it does not allow the
acceleration of energy. But that too, points out by contrast, it points out the
energy of where you are abiding and as you are vigilant you can make choice and
you can change it.

1995-0609-153

As the graduates that you are in this evening, you have come to a place of
understanding, perhaps not claimed yet, but understanding the answer to, “Who
am I?” You have caught a glimpse. A glimpse that makes you want to know and
experience more. And you have caught a glimpse, an understanding of, “Why am I
here?” And you have caught a glimpse and an understanding more than that this
evening of the purpose of time and why time is collapsing as you allow your own
energy to accelerate. Time itself collapses.

1995-0609-154

Like when you say time is going fast when you are having fun, because you are
more into your true Self?

1995-0609-155

Yes, it is very much as we spoke with this one about the alignment of energy.
When you are in your joy you are allowing yourself as the maker of time, you are
allowing it to go very fast because you are experiencing an acceleration of your
energy. Other times when you are feeling a bit down about something or dreading
something, time drags. Or if you are hoping for something but you do not feel
that it is quite here with you it is an awaited time, that seems to take forever
sometimes, too.

1995-0609-156

So if this trend continues, time is going to collapse completely?

1995-0609-157

Yes.

1995-0609-158

What would that be like?

1995-0609-159

That is for you to tell me. What will that look like?

1995-0609-160

Is that the point in time right now?

1995-0609-161

Yes, it is the point of ascension. It is the point of awakening. It is the point of
knowing, “I am one.”
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1995-0609-162

What happens at that time?

1995-0609-163

Then that is for you to say at that time. Then you will decree where you want to
go as the Light being that you are, free to go. You will find yourself wherever
you choose to be instantaneously. That is why you are doing a bit of what you
would call the practicing in this belief in process so that you can try on roles and
experiences and see where you want to be before you instantaneously find
yourself in the midst of it.

1995-0609-164

Do your practicing well. Yes.

1995-0609-165

And the device I’ve been working on is a means to do it before we do it with our
consciousness.

1995-0609-166

It goes together hand in glove, because you cannot bring forward a device unless
the consciousness is right with it, yes. But it is means to work with what is
envisioned, what is desired to be experienced, yes. So it is a means.

1995-0609-167

A means to get us to believe that this is possible so we can get there.

1995-0609-168

I think he’s got it. Yes. You bring forth seemingly outside of yourself the various
devices and means that will facilitate what you already know. It is the way of
technology and of science to bring into what would be evidence that you can
believe what you already have envisioned and then want to have proved to
yourself, yes. And it facilitates getting where you want to be. So keep on with it
for it will serve many. It speaks a language that many understand and will
understand.

1995-0609-169

When we speak here this evening of concepts that go beyond this point of focus
known as this dimension, many of the brothers and sisters would have no computer
program that would make it relevant for them. They will need the devices that
have been sanctioned by your advanced scientific community even the ones known
as your alternative scientific community.

1995-0609-170

That’s the way it’s going to have to be.

1995-0609-171

Yes, at first. That is the way it has always been, at first, then it will be more
mainstream. Yes.

1995-0609-172

Can I ask a question?

1995-0609-173

Yes.

1995-0609-174

Could you talk a little bit about the New Age, the fifth dimension wave that is
coming and how it is going to affect everyone in the whole planet and all?

1995-0609-175

Yes, very much so. You are at a choice point. You as a seeming individual and all
of the brothers and sisters. You have seen this in the last few decades of your
timing. In fact the last century or so. It has been building to this point of choice
where there is much of duality that is seen, much of conflict. You see this now in
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your news that brings you the results of brothers and sisters choices. It is very
much right up in front of the awareness.
1995-0609-176

It is a choice point, a time of choice. Those who do not choose to move on to the
fifth dimension will go on experiencing and expressing. Yes, they will not go into a
great void and be lost forever. The Light cannot be lost forever.

1995-0609-177

But on this planet?

1995-0609-178

It will be seen on this planet, yes, but not as you know this planet, Mother Earth
to be. In other words, what you feel yourself to be experiencing right now is your
agreement of reality. But even now in what you see as this space as this room,
there are other societies and cultures existing. Dimensions you will call them,
that are very much real to the beings who have chosen to experience that.

1995-0609-179

So the answer to your question is yes and no. As you understand and image our
Holy Mother, the Earth She is changing. They will still be expressing and
experiencing in what they will equate to be a planet known as Earth, Terra. It
will not be Terra, Mother Earth as you know it to be. So the answer to that
again is yes and a no.

1995-0609-180

Is that like a parallel?

1995-0609-181

Yes.

1995-0609-182

So we will be here also but on a different level?

1995-0609-183

Yes.

1995-0609-184

Will others go to a different planet?

1995-0609-185

As they envision their adventure to be, yes. As you have envisioned your histories
to be, you have expressed in the Pleaides, from Sirus, Andromeda, all of the
different places that you would see as planets that would host your life
experience. So yes, they will choose.

1995-0609-186

What happens to the evil people that try to manipulate the world?

1995-0609-187

They will eat of the chocolate pudding until they are tired of it.

1995-0609-188

{Laughter}

1995-0609-189

Okay.

1995-0609-190

As you have discerned beloved one, another one does not have power over a
brother or sister except as that brother or sister gives in their belief their power
into that playoff of drama. So they do not have the power of manipulation. They
have the power of suggestion and many times it has been accepted and played out
as the script, the improv at that time. But they will keep on eating the chocolate
pudding until they are tired of it.
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1995-0609-191

There is no judgment, you see, and there is no time that would make everything
seem to be of a value judgment as to whether you choose it now or later. Time is
of the adventure. It is part of the script that you have written in. One of the
ingredients of the script.

1995-0609-192

Not all of your brothers and sisters, not all of you as the One that you are,
believe in the ingredient of time. You play many scripts that do not have that
ingredient in it. But in this point of focus there has been a collective agreement
that has said, “Okay, one of the things we will write into this script is that there
is time, is a belief in process. Is a belief in cause and effect.” It is part of the
script.

1995-0609-193

Okay, we are already in the fifth dimension and don’t know it, but the fifth
dimensional wave that is coming to the earth and in the earth is that point in
which by the plan and grand design of the great Architect of all, right? And this
is just the way that it is. That is why we talk about a New Age?

1995-0609-194

Yes.

1995-0609-195

So that there will be only that fifth dimension existing say, on the level of the
outer Earth in physical form?

1995-0609-196

Yes, you will be experiencing what we have termed the fifth dimension, although
you would know yourself to be beyond dimension at that point.

1995-0609-197

Yeah, I mean we are referencing that.

1995-0609-198

Yes, and you will be by choice as you are now by choice, living upon what you see
as the surface of the Light being, collection of Light know as our Holy Mother,
the Earth, or you may choose experience within for there is much Light within.

1995-0609-199

It could be either way? But that’s the choice of the fifth dimension?

1995-0609-200

Yes.

1995-0609-201

But not the choice of the chocolate pudding until it’s chosen?

1995-0609-202

Exactly, yes. Until that one says, “Okay, I am now up to here in chocolate
pudding. I need no more of it. I want to know something else.” Then they go on to
the butterscotch or whatever.

1995-0609-203

For a couple of millenniums.

1995-0609-204

For whatever.

1995-0609-205

Whatever.

1995-0609-206

Exactly, for whatever.

1995-0609-207

Is there going to be ... being in the body in full awareness on this planet and
working with others who are striving to achieve the same?
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1995-0609-208

Yes, very much so. So that you will activate a form that will be understandable
to the brothers and sisters for whatever time interval you choose. In other words,
even as it is now, if you have what you call an appointment at three o’clock to
meet with someone and the rest of the day is free. You will find yourself going
off and traveling to Atlantis II, doing whatever you want to do there. Traveling
to the Pleiades, being something there for a time interval again as you see time
and it will be beyond time. And then you will come back to what you see as this
point of focus for your three o’clock appointment bringing the Light that you are
into a coalesced form in order to speak a language with that one who wants to
know exactly what you know now.

1995-0609-209

For what I have described to you right now is what you are doing right now.

1995-0609-210

Oh.

1995-0609-211

Oh.

1995-0609-212

What about bi-locating? Is that the same thing?

1995-0609-213

Yes, it is the same.

1995-0609-214

I mean like to consciously be a the three o’clock appointment in physical form and
be consciously somewhere else doing something else at the same time?

1995-0609-215

Yes. When you allow yourself to come into what we have termed this evening,
fifth dimension to know that as the oneness, you will know that you can put your
consciousness into infinite places and experiences. You are doing this already, but
you have agreed in the process yes, you have agreed that there will be a process
of remembrance and claiming.

1995-0609-216

I’m moving into that.

1995-0609-217

Yes, it is in Truth already your being. If you will receive it as I am speaking with
you, you are calling forth the conversation that we are having. The concepts
that are of the mind and the Love from heart to heart. I am in conversation with
more ones as they see themselves to be as individuals and dimensions and times,
more than we can count because they are willing to have conversation with me by
different names.

1995-0609-218

I am not limited as you are not limited. That is why you can pray unto me and I
hear you. It is not that the line is ever busy. Always there can be access, direct
access for I am as you.

1995-0609-219

True. Yes.

1995-0609-220

So beloved brother, the wave that is sweeping in consciousness across the face of
our Holy Mother, the Earth is a wave that is ushering in in your reality the fifth
dimension. For others they will not see a change. They are making choice, have
already made choice.
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1995-0609-221

They already made their choice though.

1995-0609-222

Yes, that they will go on being in conflict, in greed, in jealousy, in fear, in hatred,
in violence because they have not finished with the chocolate pudding and they
will not see themselves as being herded up and transported somewhere else. They
will not see themselves as being punished for indeed there is not punishment
except as you get to a place of saying, “Boy, I’ve had enough of the chocolate
pudding.” That may be your own punishment as you say, “I am full and overflowing
of chocolate pudding.”

1995-0609-223

You will feel lighter and lighter as you allow yourself the vigilance of checking in,
as you allow yourself the choice to live in beauty and in joy choosing to think
upon these things that are uplifting.

1995-0609-224

So this is the most important part and anything else that goes on here in the
planet in the way of any kind of changes is very minor in comparison.

1995-0609-225

Indeed. Are you speaking of the activities of the brothers and sisters or the
activity of our Holy Mother, the Earth?

1995-0609-226

The Mother Earth.

1995-0609-227

Yes. You will see for you in your reality, you will see an ease of transformation
because you are allowing yourself ease of transformation, shifts in perception.
Others of the brothers and sisters who need a bit of motivation to shift their
perception will see much of the shifting of our Holy Mother, the Earth. What is
on the inner will be manifest in the outer because they will want to see it there
first. Yes.

1995-0609-228

It isn’t necessary for everyone to be aware of the wave?

1995-0609-229

No.

1995-0609-230

You can make it without that.

1995-0609-231

Indeed, there are many of ones that you would term innocent who do not study
the metaphysics, who are very much in knowing their oneness with the life that
they are. They are very much in the heart of extending care and support and love
unto others and they do not trouble themselves in what they see as this lifetime
to understand the why’s and wherefore’s for philosophy. They just be it.

1995-0609-232

Would Mother Theresa be one of those people?

1995-0609-233

Yes, very much so.

1995-0609-234

I suppose that’s what you were talking about.

1995-0609-235

Yes.

1995-0609-236

What, I’d like to know, you tell us and we know whatever was is, and so Atlantis
and Lemuria is. Where are they?
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1995-0609-237

Ah, beloved one.

1995-0609-238

You never hear about it.

1995-0609-239

But you do.

1995-0609-240

I do?

1995-0609-241

Yes, how would you bring forth a question such as that if you had not heard
about them?

1995-0609-242

Yeah, but I heard that they was not are.

1995-0609-243

Yes. It is again the belief in linear process that says that they have been and yet
as you entertain them within your mind they are very much here and you will see
them again manifest in this reality. Somewhat transformed, transformed because
there will be the understanding of love. You will see this in your experience if you
desire it. You are one who desires it. It is in your consciousness and your
awareness. You have said, “I desire to see that vision and to do it again once more
with love.”

1995-0609-244

Oh, I did it once without love.

1995-0609-245

Indeed.

1995-0609-246

Ohhh.

1995-0609-247

Oh.

1995-0609-248

Not enough chocolate pudding huh?

1995-0609-249

You got your fill of the chocolate pudding.

1995-0609-250

So now I’ll take it another direction?

1995-0609-251

Yes. So now you have said, “Well there were good parts of that chocolate
pudding. I will take those good parts that I see to be of love and wholeness and I
will bring that forth into manifestation of a reality that I will experience and I
will see it totally enmeshed, immersed in love. I will see love intermingling all
through all of the actions.”

1995-0609-252

It is coming, the time very quickly upon this plane that within the next twentyfive years of your timing much of changes. Within the next five years of your
timing much of changes. But by the time you have seen even what you would know
as fifteen, seventeen years of your timing there will be in place a society, an
understanding, a collective agreement known as society that is Love governed.

1995-0609-253

I hope I’m there.

1995-0609-254

Indeed, you will be. You are already there. Whether you choose to be with the
form you now identify or not, it does not matter.

1995-0609-255

No, I suppose it wouldn’t would it?
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1995-0609-256

It does not. You may desire to come back in another form. It is not so much a
coming back because you don’t go away.

1995-0609-257

Another form such as?

1995-0609-258

Yes, what would you another form as?

1995-0609-259

I’d rather you told me.

1995-0609-260

Beloved one, I cannot tell you.

1995-0609-261

Well I can’t think of one. I guess we’ll just have to wait and see.

1995-0609-262

Indeed, and that is well and good.

1995-0609-263

One other thing I’d really like to know. I was studying with Zanzoona and we
went to Maui and we were told there was a crystal off the coast of Maui and I
really believe I see it.

1995-0609-264

Yes.

1995-0609-265

Do I?

1995-0609-266

Indeed you do. You really do.

1995-0609-267

It’s really big and it’s really blue and it looks a lot like the Tacoma Dome.

1995-0609-268

Yes. Yes.

1995-0609-269

I see it.

1995-0609-270

You do see it.

1995-0609-271

I’m glad to know that.

1995-0609-272

It is a crystal that you have worked with in what you would see as other
histories, other lifetimes.

1995-0609-273

Like Atlantis or Lemuria?

1995-0609-274

Like Atlantis, yes, many times. Not just one history as you would know it. That is
why you have brought that memory clearly with you into this consciousness.

1995-0609-275

It sure is clear in my head.

1995-0609-276

Yes.

1995-0609-277

I’m glad to know it’s really there.

1995-0609-278

For you, beloved one, it is really there. For others that it does not matter to, it is
not there. But for you it is there and that is what matters because it is as
catalyst for your remembrance of all that you are.

1995-0609-279

Heavenly day, the things that you learn.
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1995-0609-280

When we decide to let go of time is there something that’s going to take its
place or what? You know, when you let go of something that is very familiar and
you say, “Well this can only happen this way. It takes two weeks for this to take
place, you know.” So you are limited by this observation and this belief. But if you
let go of that you don’t know where to go. We are in three dimensional right here
and we look at this thing through processes and so forth and what is there to
replace it except the fifth dimension?

1995-0609-281

Yes, you will know a grand freedom of choice. You will know instantaneous
manifestation and instantaneous expression where there will not be the need for
the belief in time.

1995-0609-282

As you choose to have adventure you may write that in as part of the ingredient
of that adventure again, but you will choose the full realization that you are the
one who is choosing it for a time interval that serves that scene, that scenario,
that drama in that moment. So in other words, your friend time, will again be
companion in adventure as you call it forth and desire it to be.

1995-0609-283

Sequentially?

1995-0609-284

Yes. Yes, it will be seen as friend. It will not be seen as enemy as it is now. But
it will be seen as friend and as a choice to have it be part of what you are
experiencing and you will know that you are the creator of that experience and
you are the experience instantaneously even as you do what is known as the time
lapse photography that seems to have time and seems to make a process of it.

1995-0609-285

You see you play with even now concepts that suggest to you your remembrance
of what time is. In other words, time is not fixed. You play with your technical
devices known as the time-lapse photography that says, in this minute, sixty
seconds as you measure sixty seconds, I will show you the whole life process of
the lily. And you do that with your time-lapse photography and you say, “Boy,
isn’t that wonderful? In one minute’s time I saw the lily come up out of the
ground, as the stem, I saw it as the bud, the beautiful bud that opened and then
I saw the petals fall back. I saw the whole process in one minute, and you know
in reality,” you say to a friend, “In reality that takes a week, several weeks of
timing.”

1995-0609-286

Well, in one belief the process takes several weeks. In other belief in process
because you have this device which you have brought forth, you see it in one
minute. Fantastic, no?

1995-0609-287

Yes, amazing. I’m always reminded when I think about time the man who was
flying somewhere back in ‘58 maybe ‘57 and he entered a thunderstorm and was
flying from Illinois to Iowa and when he came through the thunderstorm there
were a number of biplanes that were flying along with him and he was in a race
twenty-five years previous and the plane above him didn’t see him and came down
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and he crashed right into the middle section of that plane and they later found
the plane and he found part of his prop right in the plane after it had been
repaired. But he entered a different time frame twenty-five years previous.
1995-0609-288

Yes, because you are the maker of time.

1995-0609-289

That was him. I mean, it was reported in the magazine. I wasn’t there. This was
very, but he awakened after the crash in the hospital in his own time.

1995-0609-290

Yes.

1995-0609-291

Strange.

1995-0609-292

Yes.

1995-0609-293

Strange, I mean you know, when I read that I realized that I didn’t know
anything about time.

1995-0609-294

Very good. That is why you brought that information forth in your consciousness.
Yes, it was shared by other brothers and sisters who were at a place of
willingness to play with the concept of maybe time isn’t fixed. So they read the
same article and they gathered from that what they desired to know in their
belief.

1995-0609-295

So yes, it was shared. You are going to say, “Well that came out in a magazine
and others must have read it too.” Yes, they did. But you brought it forth in your
conscious awareness at that time because you were willing to say that, “Perhaps
I don’t understand what time is. Perhaps it isn’t exactly fixed the way I have
been taught that it was fixed. Maybe it’s a bit more flexible than that.” And
since that “time” you have been playing with the flexibility of time as it would be
the rubber band that folds back on itself.

1995-0609-296

I know the mind can’t do anything about it. I know that. Can’t figure it out. I
know that.

1995-0609-297

Indeed it will boggle the mind a bit and yet what you are doing as you play with
it is to allow the limitations of what you have believed, allow those limitations to
be relaxed, expanded a bit. In that you mind will serve you well because as you
have the willingness to allow some of the limitation of belief to be relaxed to be
pushed out a bit, instantly — here we go with time again —the mind rushes in to
play with the expanded belief that you are now allowing yourself.

1995-0609-298

So the mind has very much to do with it. It is very active with it as you as the
awakening soul allow the barriers, the limitations to be pushed out to the place
where you know that there are no barriers. That is what we have spoke of as the
fifth dimension and it comes rapidly now.

1995-0609-299

As must come your break. Beloved one, we will have your song at the beginning of
the next section. Will that be agreeable?
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1995-0609-300

Sure.

1995-0609-301

Very good. Then allow yourselves to take a break, to refresh the bodies, to hug
one another and we will meet again in ten minutes of your timing. So be it.

1995-0609-302

{Break}

1995-0609-303

Beloved ones, yes she has given me away. The mortar board, you have worn one,
yes and it does not stay upon the head. It slips from side to side. Well of course,
you know when you are being most active as the energy that you are, it will not
stay in one place.

1995-0609-304

Use bobby pins.

1995-0609-305

Yes, indeed I could do that. My hair was a bit like yours but a bit longer but it
had the texture of yours. We could do that. I will suggest that. Cosmic bobby
pins. We will have to have those, cosmic bobby pins made of light energy no
doubt.

1995-0609-306

There you go. It would stay there then.

1995-0609-307

Yes, definitely it would hold it on. It would not go from side to side.

1995-0609-308

Beloved one, may we start this portion of our evening with your song?

1995-0609-309

Patrick Corrigan sings:

1995-0609-310

Beautiful beloved one. And as you have seen you heard well. This one will often
ask and doubt. He will ask, “What to write about? What lyrics to put to the
vibration of sound?” And you hear very well. Time and time again you may trust
it. The heart knows. The ego questions yes. The ego judges, would see value or
lack of it. Whenever that happens for you know that it is ego and say, “Yes, old
friend, you are on my stage again. What do you have for me this time?” And then
say, “Okay, into the wings. Off of my stage.”

1995-0609-311

Well done, beloved one you are a true graduate. You are at the place where you
are claiming the mastery. The mastery of the heart, of listening, of trusting,
knowing your own being of the wisdom that you are. For indeed as you have seen,
what you have put into beautiful sound of song, has been what we spoke of
earlier. Is there separation?

1995-0609-312

No.

1995-0609-313

No, there is one Mind, and as you allow yourself to clear all of the dust of the
ego and to come again unto the place of the heart and to listen the words come
forth. Thank you for gifting us of the beauty of that song.

1995-0609-314

Now beloved one, how be you in this evening?

1995-0609-315

Good.
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1995-0609-316

Would you have a question that needs to be addressed?

1995-0609-317

Not really. Everything has been answered with everything else that has been said
tonight.

1995-0609-318

Strange how that happens. Yes. Again it is because there is one Mind. All of the
ones so gathered, all of you have come in a unity of purpose to know who you are.
To remember and to allow yourselves to graduate as you would see levels to be,
to graduate and to claim the next level. To be part of the wave that is very
much in process upon this plane. So of course the questions have been answered
for you called them forth, the answers, as you played with the questions.

1995-0609-319

It is all part and parcel of the same thing. As you asked earlier in this week
what to sing about? And you heard various words, various concepts and ideas and
you played with them. What were you doing with time? You were casting yourself
forward as you would see time to be to this very moment and saying, “I will play
with the concept of allowing the rubber band of time to fold back on itself and I
will say, ‘Okay, it is now Friday evening and I am called upon to sing. What will
be appropriate in that time?’” And you allowed yourself because time is not fixed,
allowed yourself to come into this moment and to know what would be appropriate
and yet you saw yourself to be back on Tuesday somewhere.

1995-0609-320

Uh huh.

1995-0609-321

Yes. It is exactly what we have been speaking of this evening. You are already
into fifth dimension experience.

1995-0609-322

Beloved one, how be you in this evening?

1995-0609-323

Oh, I be fine.

1995-0609-324

Yes, you are.

1995-0609-325

Very happy to be here.

1995-0609-326

Would you have a question that needs to be addressed?

1995-0609-327

Well, when you just now was talking to Pat you said something that makes a
question for me. And that is there is just one Mind and I think that feels pretty
okay for me. But if there is only one Mind how can there be so many egos? How
does that work?

1995-0609-328

Ego is part of the accepted reality upon this plane. Part of the role players in
this drama as you see this script to be. It comes at your bidding. For you and for
what would be seen as any of the other brothers and sisters, as they call that
character, that role forth.

1995-0609-329

So there are not what you would see as many egos running around. It is the same
role, same player as each one calls it forth onto his or her stage at that moment
and says, “Come, serve me. Show me where I am abiding right now. Am I abiding
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in the place of separation that says, ‘I am separate. I am an individual separate
from the brothers and sisters.’ Do I need to fear what a brother or a sister will
think of me? Do I need to be in preparation to defend myself?” Et cetera, et
cetera, et cetera.
1995-0609-330

The ego serves this plane of reality very well for it allows the one who has the
eyes to see, allows them to see with clarity where they are abiding in their image
of themselves and of others in that moment so that there can be a choice. That
is why you invite ego to be on your show, to be on your stage. It is not because
you are so bad and a failure. It is not because ego is there to trip you up at
every turn. Ego is your servant. You have asked it to be on your stage, to be the
messenger who comes at your bidding with a silver tray, puts it right in front of
you and says, “This is the message of where you are abiding in this moment. In
fact, what it does is to turn the silver tray up and to be as a mirror for you so
that you may see where you are abiding in that moment and make choice.

1995-0609-331

So how does that connect with the mind thing?

1995-0609-332

The Mind plays with all of the beliefs and concepts that you put into the whole
of what you call your reality in this point of focus. The mind will play with what
you are willing to believe in that moment.

1995-0609-333

Which is really the ego?

1995-0609-334

Not all of the time, no. No, but the mind plays with the ingredients that you are
willing to have in your belief system at any given moment. This changes, it shifts
moment by moment. Some of the moments the belief system will call for the ego
to be there, to be as the messenger. We are speaking here of limited ego. We
are not speaking of ego as the One Self, as the holy Child knowing herself to be
one. That is Ego as the One — with the capital “E” — the same as Self — with a
capital “S”. You see there are different ways of understanding ego.

1995-0609-335

I didn’t even know that before.

1995-0609-336

You did, beloved one for you are calling it forth but we are bringing to your
remembrance. Ego in the limited sense serves as the messenger that shows you
where you are abiding. Ego as the one Self that you are goes beyond limited self,
beyond limited image.

1995-0609-337

So that when one talks of ego and says that it is of a negative character, one is
speaking of limited image of the one. Ego in its true sense is in alignment in
claiming the oneness of the one holy Child. But as it is commonly used in this point
of focus, it is with the small “e” as the one who comes as the messenger. Not as
one that is separate from you and is going to trip you up. Not as one who has a
name called the devil that lurks around the edges somewhere and if you are not
careful it will run in and turf you up.
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1995-0609-338

The devil as a concept serves you well. You have asked that concept to be upon
your stage the same as you have asked the ego — with a small “e” — to be upon
your stage. There are ones who call the belief, the limited belief, we will call it
devil and to say that it is in opposition to God. God being the good. The devil as
that concept again serves as the messenger, as the reflector, as the mirror that
allows that one who believes in that concept to see what their belief is, what
their image is of who they are and of what the world is and what the brothers
and sisters are.

1995-0609-339

Well I’ve got to study that. I can’t, really can’t comprehend it all at once.

1995-0609-340

It is because beloved one, it goes beyond the mind. In the heart there is
remembrance and what you would call understanding, relatedness, alignment. The
mind itself says, “I’m a bit boggled with this. I will have to sit with it for
awhile.”

1995-0609-341

I will.

1995-0609-342

And that is well and good. You will have fun with it.

1995-0609-343

It will be good to sit.

1995-0609-344

Indeed, except when you are ready to get up and walk about.

1995-0609-345

Beloved brother I am happy that you made trek to come this evening to your
graduation.

1995-0609-346

Me too, thank you.

1995-0609-347

Yes indeed, you heard me well. Would you have a question for this evening?

1995-0609-348

No, I’m fine.

1995-0609-349

Indeed you are okay. You are more than okay.

1995-0609-350

Beloved servant of the Father, beloved sister would you have a question this
evening?

1995-0609-351

No, I just want to thank you for the wonderful way you are helping my grandson
and especially the beautiful way you express through my son. It is beautiful,
thank you.

1995-0609-352

It is because they are willing now to claim the totality of one Self, the Christ
Self.

1995-0609-353

He’s one of those little boys that had a birth problem.

1995-0609-354

Yes.

1995-0609-355

But he’s getting it under control. Thank you.

1995-0609-356

He is a delight. He has come with a remembrance of all of the energy that he is
and he says, he even asks in what you would see as the mental language to
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himself, “Why does this not work? Why does it not fit in?” Because he knows
himself to be unlimited energy.
1995-0609-357

That’s right.

1995-0609-358

And to try to fit it into this jigsaw puzzle of belief system he said, “It does not
fit.”

1995-0609-359

Silly.

1995-0609-360

Indeed. He is doing very well.

1995-0609-361

Yes, he is. Thank you.

1995-0609-362

Beloved one who is as the Child who plays, who contemplates, who allows the
energy to be felt and expressed, how are you this evening?

1995-0609-363

Great.

1995-0609-364

Indeed you are great. Do you see the energy that happens? Yes. Would you have
a question, a further question this evening?

1995-0609-365

Yeah, I’ve got three.

1995-0609-366

Very good, yes. The trinity no doubt.

1995-0609-367

Well not quite like that. When Grayce asked about the innocent ones, she asked
about mother Theresa, I wondered I AmaGhee{?} one of those?

1995-0609-368

Oh yes, very much so, yes. One who just comes from the heart and does not
worry about all of the shoulds, yes. Just, well you have a saying in your world,
just do it. Just be it.

1995-0609-369

Right. Another question I have is about the Reiki energy and I struggle sometimes
with the form that I was taught, you know, that I have to use and I don’t really
believe that I need to go through all of that to use the Reiki.

1995-0609-370

Indeed, you do not.

1995-0609-371

I can just call it down and use it.

1995-0609-372

Indeed, the form is taught again as the beginning language for ones to
understand, to give some structure of understanding in the beginning. Then the
master goes beyond that form, that ritual and develops through the intuition the
wisdom, the inner wisdom that you are, develops your own way of using the
energy of the All. Yes.

1995-0609-373

So that’s all it is, is it’s the energy of the All? It just has a particular name that
they have given it?

1995-0609-374

Indeed. It has been known by many names throughout history.
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1995-0609-375

Okay, because it always seemed to me that the way that I was taught is very
limiting.

1995-0609-376

Yes, and it is. You are one who has used this method of calling in the energy that
you are from fifth dimension as we have talked about this evening, as we have
defined it this evening, of calling in that whole energy for the offering unto one
for the healing, for the acceptance of the wholeness that they already are. You
are one who has developed different methods and placement that you have in
some lifetimes said, were more beneficial than others and you have taught this to
your disciples from time to time.

1995-0609-377

This lifetime you have come and shed the encasement of the limitation of
“shoulds”, that it should be a certain way and you know that it is the connecting
of the One energy that is offered unto another and it matters not. If they have
constriction in what you would see as one of the toes and you place the hand
upon the shoulder and you allow by your offering, you allow the energy balancing,
the toe if there is acceptance, will be healed because the acceptance is within
the being.

1995-0609-378

So it does not matter whether the hands are placed, thus, or thus, or thus. It
only matters that you are willing to be there as servant, to be conduit of the
energy.

1995-0609-379

Yeah, and it’s really wonderful to be able to do it long distance. I mean long
distance as we experience it.

1995-0609-380

Again as there is belief in distance, yes.

1995-0609-381

There is not space.

1995-0609-382

Indeed.

1995-0609-383

That’s really wonderful.

1995-0609-384

And it is instantaneous.

1995-0609-385

Yeah, and to have somebody on the other end even know how my hands were.

1995-0609-386

Yes. Do you see you are “proving” to yourself that there is no separation?

1995-0609-387

Yep. I see that. And the last question is: I’m going to manifest this vision that I
have for doing the earth healing work, the drums and it’s called, I’m sure some of
this came from you, not all of it, drums, dreams and remembering.

1995-0609-388

Very good, beloved one.

1995-0609-389

And the remembering is a multifaceted word.

1995-0609-390

Indeed as you have discerned, yes.

1995-0609-391

Okay. So will you help me manifest that vision?
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1995-0609-392

I will be delighted, I will be of the Light in assisting you with the idea which is
shared. Yes, it has come from me but as there is no separation it has come from
the one that you are has it not?

1995-0609-393

Uh huh.

1995-0609-394

Yes, I will be delighted to be your partner in this.

1995-0609-395

Great, because I need a lot of help to do this. I can’t do this by myself. I need a
lot of people.

1995-0609-396

You never do anything by yourself, but you will manifest the bodies, the separate
activations of form yes, that will prove to yourself that you are not alone in this.
Indeed you are not alone even as the idea has occurred to you, there have been
many of what you would call your cheering section, the Light beings of which you
are one who have been there whispering in the ear. Shouting in the ear. Yes.

1995-0609-397

Okay.

1995-0609-398

But it need not be what you would see as difficult. In other words, you do not
need to say that I need help. If you hold the belief that you need help then that
is what will out-picture. If you say, “Yes, this is a divine idea,” which it is, “it will
unfold easily.”

1995-0609-399

Yeah, that’s what I want.

1995-0609-400

So be it.

1995-0609-401

Yeah, so be it.

1995-0609-402

You will have fun with it and many more as well will have fun with it.

1995-0609-403

Beloved brother I am pleased to see you here this evening. You are claiming your
mastery, your master’s degree. You thought you were only playing with it. You
are claiming it. What would you ask in this evening?

1995-0609-404

A lot of people get sick because they have to learn something. What about pets?
I have a pet that has a tumor and she’s starting to recover but I would like to do
something to speed up her recovery.

1995-0609-405

Yes. Again allow yourself to work with the oneness. The beloved pets exhibit and
manifest different forms of disease as it is called, manifestations for many
reasons. They do it for their own experience yes, they do it to know the love and
support of ones such as you. They do it as the servant that they are for you and
for others who have the opportunity to outpour love and to know oneness.

1995-0609-406

In other words, it is not because of something wrong. It is not done because of
karma in another lifetime. It is done by choice for the experience and for the
offering of opportunity that it is to you and to others to be as servants and to
know the oneness. It is the same with the brothers and sisters. It is not for a
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purpose of learning because there has been a lack. It is done as a process of
remembering and as the offering of service unto themselves as the chocolate
pudding and unto others so that they may look with new eyes upon what is
transpiring.
1995-0609-407

Now, as to the beloved pet, yes, this one is allowing the growth as you have
called it to dissolve, to no longer be an impediment for it is serving the purpose of
knowing that your love is steadfast. The love that you feel for this one is most
tangible. It can be felt and is felt and is being received. It is very much as a
warm blanket around this one.

1995-0609-408

Allow yourself to abide in the place of oneness with this one for this is Light
energy the same as you having chosen a different form to express with, but no
different than you. For indeed in times past as you would see linear time to be
you have expressed with the form of the beloved pet. So that you would know
how it feels to be either cared for and loved or to be cast out, to be seen of no
value, a hindrance, thrown out to the outskirts of town. You have experienced
that. So you have been in that place.

1995-0609-409

This one has also expressed as what you would see as human form in what you
would term as past time. But this one comes as companion to you again for
oftentimes you have been companion to each other when you were in the form of
the beloved pet and you were highly valued. Other times when that one had no
value for you. You have been as the human to the pet and vice-versa. You have
even been as what you would see as brothers activating the human form. There is
much that you have shared.

1995-0609-410

No beloved pet comes to you or any of the brothers and sisters by accident.
There is always purpose, there is always shared history. It is the shared history
of the One. What will be most wholing for you and for the beloved pet is to know
that oneness. To allow all of the Love that you are to be showered upon this one.
To look into the eyes of this one and say, “I know who you are.” Love is most
wholing.

1995-0609-411

Okay. I have kind of like two more.

1995-0609-412

Another trinity, yes.

1995-0609-413

Yes, this has to do with the big play of things in this 3-D world with the people
trying to manipulate the world and the other patriot people trying to bring it
back to Thomas Jefferson’s dream of how the world should be and you mentioned
later that ten or fifteen years from now it will be governed by love and is the
efforts of the people today to restore part of that what is going to come?

1995-0609-414

Yes, it is a vision that is held by many of the brothers and sisters. Not all as you
have seen, but many who remember Love in its manifestation and desire to
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experience that totally once again as time is seen to be. So yes, in what you
would call the fifteen years there will be much of choice, much of change. It will
be one by one as the onion skin. Ones will make their choice. They will not feel it
to be as the earth shaking as they make their choice and yet they make a choice.
1995-0609-415

Each one stands at the point of the “Y”, where the “Y” comes together and makes
a choice either to go one way or the other.

1995-0609-416

Haven’t most people already made their choice?

1995-0609-417

There has been a probability, yes, a propensity.

1995-0609-418

And maybe the earth changes will push people to one side or the other?

1995-0609-419

There are some who in their choice are saying, “I choose to delay my choice.”

1995-0609-420

Uh huh. And last, I would like to have more in depth on we never know when it’s
going to happen but when the what you call the transition, harvest will we know
within a week before it happens, how it will happen and how will it come about?

1995-0609-421

It comes about as easy as breathing. It is already a process that you have set in
motion. Not only in what you see and identify as this lifetime, but aeons of time
before. You have decreed even as you set out upon the adventure to know
expression in physical terms. You have said that there will come a point when you
will remember all of who you are.

1995-0609-422

So it will be what you see as the gradual dawning. Very much as what you see in
your early morning where there are the faint traces of light. Already these are
visible in the process.

1995-0609-423

There will be a collective agreement yes, where you see it very much happening,
shared happening, but again it will be very much as the dawning of the sun’s rays
upon the plane. So it will not be an instantaneous all of sudden like a lightening
bolt, but it will be a gradual dawning and there will be many who share in the
first rays as they are acknowledged. That is what is happening now. There is
much Light already on this plane and it grows.

1995-0609-424

For some they are still in their beds, as it would be. Still with the eyes a bit
closed. For others they are up. They are seeing the Light that is dawning upon
this plane.

1995-0609-425

Okay.

1995-0609-426

It is a time of great joy.

1995-0609-427

And beloved brother, how are you this evening?

1995-0609-428

I’m excited.

1995-0609-429

Indeed, grand place to be. How does the vibratory rate feel?
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1995-0609-430

Very high, very high.

1995-0609-431

Yes.

1995-0609-432

I took your advice.

1995-0609-433

Very good. Someone takes my advice.

1995-0609-434

I went to the mountain and I sat by the river for four days and I shouted at the
trees.

1995-0609-435

Yes, and did you hear them answer you?

1995-0609-436

Yeah. Yeah, and the river answered me and I made a deal with the mountain.

1995-0609-437

Yes, and what was your contract with the mountain?

1995-0609-438

It looks very rigid and if it can be fluid, flow with the times, so can I.

1995-0609-439

Indeed, well discerned beloved one. It looks like a solid form such as this looks
like a solid form and it is not. It is very much in motion. It is very much in
vibration. It is shifting almost what you would call imperceptibly but yet, you can
perceive it. You have perceived it, yes. Grand revelation.

1995-0609-440

And what I learned from the river. You put a rock in the way and it goes right
on. You put another rock in the way. You can put all the rocks you want and it
goes right on.

1995-0609-441

And it still finds a way to go around, to flow, yes. It does not stop in that place
and say with great resentment, “How could you do this to me?”

1995-0609-442

Right, and it wasn’t mad.

1995-0609-443

It was not mad, of course not. Nothing to be mad about. If it does not flow this
way it flows another way. Exactly. Let us get on with it, yes.

1995-0609-444

It was a grand gift that you gifted to yourself, and to all of creation for what
you have felt is an upliftment that has influenced by opportunity, all of creation.

1995-0609-445

I did feel oneness with the rock.

1995-0609-446

Yes. Indeed again, as you have seen something to be solid, it is very much in
motion. It is an energy in a certain vibratory rate very much alive as you are. It
has its own what you call consciousness. Very much aware of what you were
feeling with your energy Light. It could feel. It does feel.

1995-0609-447

If you will receive it, beloved one, you and all of the brothers and sisters have
experienced being the grand rock in the middle of the flowing water. You have
experienced being the grand rock of the mountain in order to know, “How does it
feel to be energy that is of that vibratory rate?”
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1995-0609-448

Now you are claiming the remembrance of that as you sit in oneness with it. You
are saying as it would be someone separate to you in the beginning, “Share with
me your story.” And then you hear that the story is yours, it is you.

1995-0609-449

Yeah. Yeah, we are really one.

1995-0609-450

I think he’s got it.

1995-0609-451

That’s great.

1995-0609-452

It is joy, is it not?

1995-0609-453

It is.

1995-0609-454

It is fifth dimension.

1995-0609-455

It is wonderful.

1995-0609-456

You can be even as we have discussed in this evening, you can be with the focus
of attention saying, “I identify with form,” and allowing that to be its own
language and you can be in the fifth dimension with your energy as you have been
in this evening from time to time. You have touched the space of fifth dimension
as you allowed yourself the exhalation of going unto accelerated vibratory rate
and then you have said, “Okay, I will bring it back to this point of focus.”

1995-0609-457

When you allow yourself to go off for a moment or two into that high state of
consciousness, what happens to the body? You are not aware of the body. The
body, if you will receive it, in that moment does not exist. It exists because of
your agreement of consciousness. In the moment when you take off in a high
state of consciousness and you find yourself to be somewhere else because your
vibratory rate has zoomed you somewhere else, you are not aware of the body.
And in that moment the body as you know it to be does not exist in this reality
as you call a reality.

1995-0609-458

But in the next moment you come back and you claim it because of your
consciousness. Because you are the creator of this force.

1995-0609-459

This is confusing because the rest of us in the room still see the body.

1995-0609-460

That is within their consciousness, is it not?

1995-0609-461

Yeah.

1995-0609-462

Within their reality. They see you sitting here. You as the Light that you are, you
leave a bit of a pilot light on here.

1995-0609-463

{Laughter}

1995-0609-464

But you as the Light that you are, you are off somewhere else in that moment.
Ones sometimes will look upon you, it has been said to you and they will say,
“You’re a bit vacant. Are you in there?” And you are not in there.
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1995-0609-465

Oh, I have spent most of my life someplace else other than in my body.

1995-0609-466

Yes.

1995-0609-467

Beloved one, loved of the Father because you are that Love, what would you ask
in this evening?

1995-0609-468

Well, I just, I’m having some resistance to this whole fifth level concept because
I don’t feel like I’m here to graduate. I feel like I have so much to learn and so
little to give. So much to remember.

1995-0609-469

Ah beloved one. You are very much in process of remembering. You would not be
here in this evening if this were not so. You have much to offer others and to give
to others because you are willing to contemplate all of what you would call the
issues, all of the challenges that you see in front of you and yet to see beauty
even in the experiences of the last two months of your timing.

1995-0609-470

There have been challenges that others would very much recognize as challenges
and yet you have seen beauty in between the lines, much beauty as you have
allowed yourself to express in different ways than what was perhaps easy and
accepted before.

1995-0609-471

Yes, there have been times of doubt and confusion for yourself. You have
wondered, “What did I do to deserve this? Why was I absent for a moment or so
that would allow the so-called accident to happen?” You allowed it because you
have decreed and desired to know that you are already moving into the awareness
of all that you are. That is what we have spoken of as fifth dimension.

1995-0609-472

It is not something that you need to worry about. Many will like to play with the
concept of dimensions. It excites them.

1995-0609-473

That’s right.

1995-0609-474

It allows them to come totally alive. It is what turns them on with the energy.
That is well and good. For you, you know that you are in a process that is ongoing,
that you do not need what would be called the graduations for one unfoldment
leads to the next petal unfolding. It is its own process and it takes you unerringly
back Home again. You are doing very well with it.

1995-0609-475

I really get stuck with the judgments of someone else is more evolved than I am,
much more knowledgeable than I am and therefore closer to.

1995-0609-476

Indeed, that is why we have spoken of this, this evening so that when ones come
and speak to you of certain levels of wisdom, of understanding, of enlightenment
you will know within yourself what you already know that you are already Home.
You are already in that place of unlimited Light and Love, but you have agreed
that you will have this experience here and because of what is a miracle, what
you would see as a miracle, you have allowed yourself to focus so intently upon
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this experience that the rest of it seems to be somewhere subtly within you. But
there is an intensity of focus, identification with this experience. You are that
miracle that brings it forth.
1995-0609-477

So, do not allow yourself to sit in a place of judgment of self, of yourself to say
that there are others who are more wise, or “When I arrive at the fifth level.”
You are already at the fifth level. That is what this evening’s message has been
about. It has been about claiming your own graduation which only means that you
understand that it is an ongoing process. It is very much as you have symbolized
for yourself in this day and time, of graduation from nursery school, pre-school.
And there is the graduation from kindergarten. There are even the greeting cards
that speak of “Congratulations, you have graduated from kindergarten,” on
through junior high, high school, college, graduate, whatever. All the different
levels. It is an ongoing process as you believe in process of unfoldment and
remembrance and no one is higher or lower than you.

1995-0609-478

It is what you choose to focus upon in the moment as this expression with no
judgment. I do not judge any. I think it is grand that ones want to experience
this reality. I find great joy in all of the roller coaster rides that you set for
yourselves and the brothers and sisters do. It is a grand adventure. That is what
it is all about. Not to be in judgment of self and say, “Oh, I haven’t chosen the
right ride in the amusement park. Look upon the others who are doing whatever.”
You are not to be in judgment. Just to say, “Wow! Isn’t this ride the most?” And
it is the most for it allows you to connect and remember with all of who you are.

1995-0609-479

I’m trying to remember to do that. To say, “Oh, here’s this again. What am I
supposed to learn from this?” Just to be conscious of it to do that instead of
saying, “Oh, here’s this again.”

1995-0609-480

Exactly. Not to be in judgment. Just to welcome it again and say, “Oh yes, here’s
this scene again. I’ve played this scene before. Okay, how can I do it anew? Let’s
see what other nuance we can throw into this scene,” because you are the grand
actress and you do it very well.

1995-0609-481

So whenever it comes up again, you say, “Oh, here I am again.” Then ask, “Well,
okay how can I rewrite this script this time being somewhat of a different
character? A different aspect of the actress that I am?” And have fun with it.
That is what it is for.

1995-0609-482

It is not because you have been so bad and you have forgotten that you have to
relearn everything. It is because you want to have experience. That is all it is
about. No judgment.

1995-0609-483

I have one other real quick question. The friend of mine that is staying with me
now, she wanted me to ask you a question. She doesn’t believe in any of this at
all. She thinks it’s airy-fairy, and when I told her that Jeshua would be speaking
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to us she says, “Well, you can ask Him a question for me.” And her question is in
Revelations it says that you will come back in the flesh and she wants to know
when this is happening?
1995-0609-484

Yes, indeed. Many, many times I have come back in the flesh. As we spoke earlier
unto this one, of manifesting a form for a time interval to serve a purpose.
Oftentimes I have manifested a form to sit with you and with your friend when it
was needful to give a word of advice, guidance, compassion, whole vision. And in
the next moment when she has turned around that friend who sat beside her,
that grandmother who sat beside her, that young man who sat beside her have
gone off somewhere. Around the corner. Has caught a streetcar, a bus,
disappeared into the crowd.

1995-0609-485

I do not always manifest the form known as Jesus as what is depicted in your
paintings. I do not go about with the halo around the head and in the clothing
that was of that day and time. When I manifest a body and I sit with you or
with another brother or sister I manifest clothing such as this one, the jeans, the
shirt, what will fit in. If I were to walk about with the white sheets....

1995-0609-486

They would get you a white jacket to go with it.

1995-0609-487

Yes, and probably a bit of a strait constriction to it.

1995-0609-488

Indeed, that was appropriate for that day and time. The blue jeans are
appropriate for this time. So I manifest the blue jeans and a T-shirt and perhaps
a bit of the hayseed grass that I am chewing upon. Whatever is appropriate at
that time.

1995-0609-489

I told her that you were here now and she said she can’t grasp that concept. She
wants to have a picture, I guess of your coming and taking all the people that
are Christians and good people away somewhere.

1995-0609-490

Indeed, and this will happen but not because I come as a grand savior. It will
happen because you and others of the heart are choosing that you will be in this
wave of remembering the Light and the goodness and the Love and yes, you will
find yourself transported to a place that seems like Heaven because you
remember a state of loving that is defined as Heaven. And you want to manifest
it again in your reality.

1995-0609-491

So it is not that I will come down out of the clouds and gather everyone up
literally, but I am very much in process as you believe process to be in gathering
all of mySelf up in consciousness, in awareness.

1995-0609-492

Allow the friend of yours to look into her Scriptures and to read where it speaks
there. One of the Scriptures written by a brother known as Matthew. I believe it
is Matthew 28 where it says, “Lo, I am with you always.” Now was always just in
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the time of the disciples or is always now? What is always? Ask this one, “What
is always?”
1995-0609-493

Thank you.

1995-0609-494

Thank you, beloved one.

1995-0609-495

Such a grand evening of ceremony. Has this been what you would see as a ritual?
No, perhaps not, but it has been a grand ceremony of remembrance of oneness as
we have played with the concepts of the mind. As we have allowed the heart to
come alive again. As we have known grand excitement, yes, we will step upon the
toes. You will feel the energy of aliveness, excitement.

1995-0609-496

It has been a grand evening. An evening of graduation as you have recognized
that you have left behind other levels of understanding. Is this the only evening
of graduation? No. Everyone, every moment in every day as you say, “Oh, the
Light has gone on. I understand more of my wholeness.” That is a graduation for
you leave behind the limited understanding, the limited image of who you have
thought yourself to be and you have claimed your understanding of who you are.
Who am I? I am the Christ.

1995-0609-497

Why am I here? To experience and express the Christ. To bring it into total
manifestation known as the Light of Heaven upon this plane. To bring into
conscious reality, “Lo, I am with you always,” for I am you. I am the life that
activates even what you see as your individuality. It is a grand graduation and it
is to be celebrated and enjoyed.

1995-0609-498

Go forth from this place in newness. Allow the gospel of graduation, the gospel of
Love, the unlimited Love that you are to be spread across the face of our Holy
Mother, the Earth, the wave of the fifth dimension yes, that is what it is. The
wave of unlimited Love. The Christ to be known and experienced and expressed in
totality, yes. Here, now as you claim the here and now.

1995-0609-499

To sing the grand songs, to allow the heart to come alive with the song in the
heart, to share the smile with another one, to share the energy with another one
in a most tangible form, to share with another one the excitement of the
concepts of the mind and of the books. For as you read you lead. To share the
excitement of the oneness with the rock, even with the smallest grain of sand and
with the tallest mountain. That mountain would not be there without you. You are
one with the energy of all of creation.

1995-0609-500

So in times when you would say, “What is the roller coaster all about?” and “Why
have I chosen this?” Know that it is for the fun of it. It is for the joy of it.

1995-0609-501

It has been my grand joy to converse with you in this manner this evening. I
thank you for calling me forth. Always I am one with you in your heart. I express
as you. We do it most consciously when you turn the focus of your attention unto
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me and ask me to be with you in that consciousness. But even at other times
when the focus of attention is riveted upon something else, I am very much with
you as you. And I hold a vibration of Love and of surety even when you are going
through the questions, even when you have the attention riveted upon the issues,
I hold the frequency of Love for you until in the next moment you remember the
claim it for yourself.
1995-0609-502

It is my grand joy to do that for I know myself to be that joy and now you as
the graduates of this evening for you have had the willingness to say, “I’m ready
to graduate.” You as the graduates of this evening, abide in the joy that you are.
Live that joy in the radiance that it is. Go forth and spread the gospel of that
radiance.

1995-0609-503

So be it.

